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Abstract: The characteristics of the synoptic situation and the evolution of the organized warm-sector
rainfalls (OWSRs) in the coastal region of South China in the pre-summer rainy season were
investigated, using a period (2011–2016) of high-resolution observational data and European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Re-Analysis Interim (ERA-Interim) data. The results show
that a strong southwesterly low-level jet (LLJ) ahead of a trough over southwestern China with a
marked boundary-layer jet (BLJ) over the northern South China Sea (synoptic situation SWLLJ) or a
prominent, low-level anticyclone over the Yangtze River Basin (synoptic situation ACR) is present
when the OWSRs occur in the coastal region of South China. The OWSRs are prone to initiate on
the windward side of the coastal mountains, owing to the convergence enhanced by the colliding of
the BLJ with the mountains and the coupling of double LLJs near the coast (for SWLLJ), or due to
the convergence between northerly and southeasterly winds near the coastal mountains (for ACR).
The OWSRs present a long extension when the LLJ axis is nearby. The translation of the LLJ itself also
promotes the long extension of the OWSRs. In contrast, the OWSRs show a short extension when
the LLJ axis is farther away or ACR occurs. Meanwhile, the OWSRs are directed northeastward in
Guangxi Province and more eastward in Guangdong Province, probably owing to the orientation
difference of the LLJ in these two provinces. The rainfall systems in the ACR situation tend to move
eastward, whereas those in the SWLLJ situation are prone to move eastward when equivalently
strong or much-stronger upper-level winds overlay the LLJ, but move northeastward when much
weaker upper-level winds couple with the LLJ.

Keywords: organized warm-sector rainfall; synoptic situation; motion; coastal region; South China

1. Introduction

South China (generally region south to 26◦ N and east to the Tibetan Plateau) is located in the
East Asian monsoon region, with the rainy season spanning April to early October [1]. The rainy
season of South China can be divided into two rainy seasons, named the pre-summer (April–June)
and post-summer (July–September) seasons [2], as a result of the sub-seasonal migration of the East
Asian summer monsoon circulation and rainfall [3]. The post-summer season rainfall over South
China is primarily caused by tropical weather systems, such as tropical cyclones, cloud clusters,
etc. [4,5]. Whereas, the pre-summer season rainfall over South China is influenced by multi-scale
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processes. The inter-annual variation of the heavy rainfall in the pre-summer season over South China
is greatly influenced by the tropical Pacific sea surface temperature (SST) and the Indian Ocean basin
warming [6,7]. In the synoptic scale, the extreme pre-summer heavy rainfall episodes over South
China are influenced by cyclone and trough-type anomalies that can be traced back to the downstream
of the Tibetan Plateau [8], while the low-frequency, persistent pre-summer heavy rain events over
South China are impacted by the wave trains in the mid–high latitudes [9]. Additionally, the paths
and sources of moisture supplied to South China differ during the two periods of the pre-summer
rainy season [10]. The Pacific-originating paths and South-China-Sea-originating paths account for
the main contribution (70.3%) to the total moisture over South China during the pre-monsoon-onset
period, while the southwesterly paths (from the Arabian Sea, the central Indian Ocean, and the western
Indian Ocean, respectively) contribute mostly (76%) to the total moisture over South China during the
post-monsoon-onset period.

Like the Mei-yu season rainfall over the Yangtze–Huai River basin, which typically occurs
from mid-June to mid-July [11], the pre-summer season rainfall over South China is also referred
as the Mei-yu season rainfall [3,12,13]. The Mei-yu season rainfalls over these two regions occur
sequentially in time (from South China to the Yangtze–Huai River Basin) with the seasonal advance of
the East Asian summer monsoon [13,14]. The studies of the Mei-yu season heavy rainfall over the
Yangtze–Huai River Basin primarily focus on the frontal rainstorms or systems (such as mesoscale
convective systems) [15–17]. However, the pre-summer season heavy rainfall over South China is
generally classified into frontal and warm-sector categories [18–21]. These two categories of heavy
rainfall differ with respect to the mechanisms of their initiation, formation, and maintenance [22,23].
The frontal rainfall over South China in the pre-summer season is primarily associated with the
quasi-stationary Mei-yu front, which provides continuous lifting of moist monsoonal air within a
deep, unstable layer at the front for the generation of heavy rainfall [15,19,23], while the warm-sector
rainfall generally occurs on the warm side, a few hundred kilometers away from the quasi-stationary
front, and can occur in the absence of a front [18,24]. Numerous studies have been conducted to
investigate the large-scale circulation, synoptic-scale weather systems, mesoscale convective systems,
cloud-precipitation morphology, and diurnal cycle associated with the Mei-yu frontal rainfall in the
past three decades [3,12,15,17,25].

Compared to the frontal heavy rainfall, however, the warm-sector heavy rainfall is insufficiently
understood [20,22]. The forecast of the location and timing of the warm-sector heavy rainfall is
difficult as well, owing to the absence of an obvious synoptic-scale boundary (such as a front) [23].
This has been demonstrated by the relatively poor accuracy of deterministic and ensemble forecasts for
warm-sector rainstorms over South China from some numerical prediction models [26]. Many efforts
have also been made to improve the forecasts of warm-sector rainstorms over South China through
the data assimilation of high-resolution radar observations [27,28], improvement of microphysics
parameterization [29–31], and the application of ensemble forecasts by introducing uncertainties to
the initial conditions and model [32–34]. Furthermore, several field experiments conducted in South
China [18,20,35–37] have shown that the heavy and extraordinary rainstorms that cause various serious
disasters, such as floods and debris flows, are generally of the warm-sector type. Thus, a greater
understanding of the characteristics and mechanisms of the development of the warm-sector rainfall
over South China is important.

The difficulty of accurately capturing the initiation and organization of the rainfall systems over
South China is thought to be a major factor causing the poor forecasting skill for the warm-sector
rainfall. A large number of studies have revealed diverse factors that can trigger the warm-sector
rainfall, including underlying surface features like land-sea contrast [38], topography [39,40], and urban
areas [40,41]; and mesoscale systems or processes, such as low-level and boundary-layer jets [23,42–44],
cold outflow boundaries [40,45], land-sea breeze fronts [46,47], gravity waves [48], and the diurnal
cycle [44].
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The combination/interaction of these factors can make the trigger mechanisms of warm-sector
rainstorms more complex. A number studies [23,44,49] showed that double low-level jets
(i.e., a southwesterly, low-level jet and boundary-layer jet) played an important role in the initiation of
the coastal warm-sector rainfall over South China, as the southwesterly, low-level jet (LLJ) approaches
the boundary-layer jet (BLJ), which leads to the superposition of the favorable ascending locations of
these two jets near the coast. In the context of an LLJ, the coastal warm-sector rainfall can be triggered
by the frictional difference between land and sea, whereas the uplift forced by the mountains should
play a more important role in the initiation of warm-sector rainfall when the mountains are located
near the coastline [47,50]. A conceptual model of an extreme-rain-producing mesoscale convective
system (MCS) at the South China coast, which can be found in many other extreme rainfall events near
the South China coastline, depicts a combined process of some key factors, including the coastal terrain
lifting; the land–sea frictional contras; the convectively-generated, mesoscale, cold outflow boundary;
and warm advection in the boundary layer over northern South China Sea [39,45,51]. Furthermore,
the orographic circulation, thermally forced by coastal mountains, can enhance the sea-land breeze,
and therefore, the initiation of rainfall systems [52–54]. Compared to the trigger mechanisms of
warm-sector rainstorms, the organizational process during the propagation of the rainfall systems
when they move away the initiation sites over South China has seldom been discussed. This process
can lead to a larger area of heavy rainfall and be more related to the synoptic situation.

Schumacher and Johnson [55] indicated that the size, organization, and motion characteristics
of the mesoscale convective systems are the key factors determining the occurrence of heavy rainfall.
Bluestein and Jain [56], Parker and Johnson [57], and Schumacher and Johnson [55] discussed some
organizational modes for quasi-linear mesoscale convection, including convective lines with trailing
(TS), leading (LS), and parallel (PS) stratiform precipitation, or training convective lines with adjoining
stratiforms (TL/AS) and quasi-stationary or back-building convective lines. At the same time, they
emphasized the importance of the synoptic situation for the organization of mesoscale convective
systems. Rotunno et al. [58], Weisman et al. [59], and Weisman and Rotunno [60] proposed and
revisited a cold-pool–shear interaction theory to explain the transformation of ordinary, finite-lifetime
thunderstorms into long-lasting, convective line systems as a balance between the cold pool and
the ambient vertical-wind-shear perpendicular to the squall-line orientation. In contrast, Parker [61]
launched a detailed analysis to explain the relationship of line-parallel vertical-wind-shear with the
development of the PS structure rainfall systems. Furthermore, the outflow boundary associated
with the cold pool is also a favorable place for the initiation of convection and the development of
bores [62,63], which can result in the development of deep convective cells that merge into an MCS
when they propagate through a stable boundary layer [64,65].

Some studies [15,39,66] discovered that the warm-sector rainfall system over South China can
evolve into a series of rain cells or rain bands successively moving with the steering of upper-level
winds (called as “cell training” or “band training”), which is very conducive to the formation of
extreme rainfall [67,68]. However, those studies were based on cases occurring in parts of Guangdong
Province, and the evolution characteristics (such as the orientation, extension, and motion) of the
organized warm-sector rainfalls (OWSRs; warm-sector rainfalls with a good organizational process)
over greater South China (which also includes Guangxi Province) have not yet been examined
statistically. The diurnal evolution of rainfall over South China during the pre-summer rainy season
(see Figures 4 and 5 in Jiang et al. [69]) suggests that the distributions of the warm-sector rainfalls over
Guangxi and Guangdong provinces are different. In addition, a number of studies [18,26,42] noted that
a low-level wind shear line oriented between southwesterly and southeasterly, an LLJ along the coastal
region or ahead of a southward moving cold front, and the convergence between the southwesterly
and the returned easterly winds, are some characteristic synoptic ingredients for the warm-sector
rainfall over South China. However, these synoptic ingredients are not sufficient for the OWSRs,
as the organizational process of warm-sector rainfalls was not specially considered. Thus, the synoptic
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situations over South China that promote the OWSRs and cause their different characteristics, need to
be further investigated.

Motivated by the lack of skill in forecasting these important events, our study seeks to enhance
our understanding of the synoptic environment and characteristics of OWSRs over South China
during the pre-summer rainy season. A period (2011–2016) of high-resolution surface observations,
ERA-Interim reanalyses (from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts; ECMWF),
and high-resolution L-band radiosonde data, were used to analyze the synoptic situations of the
OWSRs over different coastal areas of South China (covering Guangdong and Guangxi provinces;
Figure 1). Using that information, the effects of the synoptic situations on the evolution of the OWSRs
over the coastal region of South China are discussed herein. In Section 2, the data and strategy used for
the analysis are introduced. The characteristics of the synoptic situation, extension, and orientation of
the coastal OWSRs are analyzed in Section 3. Then, the motion characteristics of the coastal OWSRs
are analyzed in Section 4. The effects of the synoptic situation on the distributions and motion of the
coastal OWSRs are discussed in these sections as well. Conclusions and discussion are provided in
Section 5.
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Figure 1. Distributions of (a) orography (color-shaded; units: m) and (b) observational stations over
South China covering Guangdong (GD) and Guangxi (GX) provinces. The dots and circles in (b)
indicate surface and radiosonde (marked with station IDs 59644, 59663, 59265, 59280, 59293, 59316, and
59134) stations, respectively. The red lines in (a) indicate the mountain lines illustrated in Figure 8.
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2. Data and Methodology

The dense network of automatic surface stations (marked with dots in Figure 1b) in Guangdong
and Guangxi provinces in South China and in the surrounding sea are used to provide the observations
of near-surface wind and temperature, as well as the observation of rainfall at 1-h intervals for the
analyses of the evolution of rainfall and near-surface wind and temperature. Observations of wind,
temperature, pressure, and humidity from the L-band radiosonde stations (marked with circles in
Figure 1b) are used for the analyses of the vertical structures of wind, convective available potential
energy (CAPE), atmospheric stratification, and the motion characteristics of the rainfall systems.
The L-band radiosonde data are available at a vertical resolution of 5 m and valid at 0800 and 2000
Local Standard Time (LST = UTC + 8 h) every day. These data are resampled with a vertical resolution
of 50 m, which is sufficient to characterize the vertical structure of the atmospheric state. All of
the observational data from the automatic surface stations and L-band radiosonde stations used
in this study were provided by the China Meteorological Administration (CMA), and covered the
April–June (the pre-summer rainy season of South China) periods of 2011–2016. Additionally, the daily
ERA-Interim reanalysis data [70] with a resolution of 0.75◦ × 0.75◦ and the same timespan were
obtained through the public dataset website of the ECMWF.

Using the hourly rainfall and near-surface wind and temperature data, which are interpolated
into 0.05◦ × 0.05◦ grid points with the Cressman objective analysis method [71], an OWSR event over
the coastal region of South China is preliminarily defined as occurring when the rainfall (larger than
2 mm/h) initiates in the coastal region and propagates for more than 3 h in the warm sector (see the
hourly rainfall evolution of example events shown in Figure 2, panels a1–a4, b1–b4, and c1–c4), where
no marked northerly winds with colder temperatures are present. Furthermore, a center of 12-h
accumulated rainfall larger than 30 mm appears for the OWSR event, along with a line or long stripe
shape in the accumulated rainfall distribution (see examples shown in Figure 2d–f ), utilizing the
definition of rainstorm (24-h accumulated rainfall larger than 50 mm or 12-h accumulated rainfall
larger than 30 mm) from [42], and the fact that the OWSRs over South China often exhibit the shape of
lines or long stripes [72]. On this basis, the characteristics of the low-level circulation and associated
synoptic system over the coastal region of South China were analyzed using composite 850 hPa, 950 hPa
and sea-level fields, including geopotential height, sea-level pressure (SLP), temperature advection,
water vapor flux, and wind speed and direction, from the reanalysis data, and CAPE and virtual
potential temperature derived from pressure, temperature, and relative humidity data provided by the
L-band radiosondes.

The motion characteristics of the rainfall cells and systems over the coastal region of South
China were also investigated via composite hodographs constructed from the L-band radiosonde data.
Furthermore, the motion path of hourly rainfall is defined as the location evolution of the maximum
center of the hourly rainfall (larger than 2 mm/h), and the maximum center locations of hourly rainfall
are manually calibrated via examination of hourly rainfall distributions. A vector-based technique
proposed by Corfidi [73,74] was applied to estimate the motion of rainfall systems. According to
Corfidi [73], the motion of downwind-propagating rainfall systems can be obtained by adding the
motion vector of upwind rainfall systems S to the cell motion vector C. The vector S (termed to VMBE

in Corfidi et al. [74]) can be obtained through the relationship P = S − C, where C and P (corresponding
to mean flow in the cloud layer, VCL, and the propagation component, VPROP, respectively, in Corfidi
et al. [74]) are called cell motion and propagation vectors. The cell motion vector C adopts the mean
850–300 hPa (about 1.5–7 km) wind with respect to speed and direction, while the propagation vector P
is assumed to be equal and opposite to those of the LLJ, and the LLJ vector is defined as the maximum
wind vector below 3.5 km.
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Figure 2. (a–c) Hourly rainfall distribution (units: mm) evolution and (d–f) cumulative rainfalls (units:
mm) for the coastal organized warm-sector rainfall (OWSR) events occurring in the coastal areas of (a,d)
Guangxi Province, (b,e) west Guangdong Province, and (c,f) east Guangdong Province, respectively.
The dashed lines in (d–f) indicate the axes of the cumulative rainfall distributions. The times for panels
a1–a4, b1–b4, and c1–c4 indicate 2100 UTC 24–0000 UTC 25 June 2014, 0800–1100 UTC 23 April 2012,
and 0900–1200 UTC 9 April 2012, respectively.

3. Synoptic Situation, Extension, and Orientation of the Coastal OWSRs

Motivated by the marked differences seen in the warm-sector rainfall distributions between
Guangxi (GX) and Guangdong (GD) provinces (Figures 4 and 5 in Jiang et al. [69]), the composite
rainfall distributions of the OWSRs for these two coastal areas of South China are shown in Figure 3.
OWSR event selection was guided by the definition introduced in Section 2. It can be seen that all of
the coastal OWSRs exhibit a belt or long stripe shape, which is consistent with the result indicated by
Liang et al. [72]. The coastal OWSRs were roughly classified into two kinds regarding the along-axis
lengths of the rainfall distribution. The along-axis length is defined as the length of the longer axis of
the cumulative rainfall distribution (larger than 5 mm) of an OWSR event which can be approximated
as an ellipse. The OWSRs with relatively long extensions initiate in both the coastal areas of GX and GD
provinces (Figure 3, panels a1 and a2), while those with a relatively short extensions initiate primarily
in the coastal areas near the boundary between GX and GD provinces (hereafter referred to as BGG)
(Figure 3(b1)), Yangjiang (YJ) city in western GD Province (Figure 3(b2)), and Shanwei (SW) city in
eastern GD Province (Figure 3(b3)). Quantitative analysis of the extension lengths for these two kinds
of coastal OWSRs will be provided below. Furthermore, the coastal OWSRs in GX Province or near
BGG are aligned in a northeastward direction (Figure 3, panels a1 and b1)), while those in GD Province
are roughly oriented in an eastward direction (Figure 3, panels a2, b2, and b3). The role of synoptic
situation in determining these differences will be investigated below.
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situation SWLLJ), and a prominent surface low leading to strong southwesterly or southerly winds 
blowing near the surface in South China (Figure 4(c1)). The other type, representing 12 OWSR 
events, is characterized by an prominent anticyclone or high over the Yangtze River Basin (the 
region covering 105°–123° E, 25°–33° N, approximately), without a southwestern trough or winds 
larger than 8 m s−1 being present at 850 hPa over South China (Figure 4(a2)) (referenced as synoptic 
situation anticyclone regime—ACR). The associated surface high brings easterly winds to the coastal 
region of South China (Figure 4(c2)). (The remaining seven OWSR events, which are affected by an 
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are not discussed in this paper.) 

Figure 3. Composite distributions of OWSR (color-shaded; units: mm) over South China with (a, a1–a2)
a long and (b, b1–b3) a short extension. (a1) and (a2) indicate the OWSRs located near the coastal areas
of Guangxi Province and Guangdong Province, respectively, and (b1,b2,b3) indicate the OWSRs located
at the boundary area between Guangxi and Guangdong provinces, west Guangdong Province and east
Guangdong Province, respectively. The composite distributions for (a1), (a2), (b1), (b2), and (b3) are
drawn from 31, 20, 6, 18, and 17 events, respectively. The dashed lines outline the primary orientations
of OWSRs, and “YJ” and “SW” indicate Yangjiang city and Shanwei city.

Inspection of all 92 OWSRs identified in this study, irrespective of rainfall extension or geographic
location within South China, reveals they primarily occur in one of two basic synoptic situations.
This will be illustrated using maps of 850 hPa and 950 hPa heights and winds, and sea-level pressures,
shown in Figure 4. One type of synoptic situation [26,75,76], accounting for 73 events, is characterized
by a trough over southwestern China (southwestern trough) and a strong southwesterly LLJ with
its axis across GX and GD provinces (Figure 4(a1)) (referenced as synoptic situation SWLLJ), and a
prominent surface low leading to strong southwesterly or southerly winds blowing near the surface
in South China (Figure 4(c1)). The other type, representing 12 OWSR events, is characterized by
an prominent anticyclone or high over the Yangtze River Basin (the region covering 105◦–123◦ E,
25◦–33◦ N, approximately), without a southwestern trough or winds larger than 8 m s−1 being present
at 850 hPa over South China (Figure 4(a2)) (referenced as synoptic situation anticyclone regime—ACR).
The associated surface high brings easterly winds to the coastal region of South China (Figure 4(c2)).
(The remaining seven OWSR events, which are affected by an LLJ on the northwest side of a subtropical
high over southeastern China (accounting for 3 OWSR events) or an LLJ at the bottom of a trough over
eastern China (accounting for four OWSR events), are not discussed in this paper.)
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Figure 4. Two types (a1, b1 and c1 representing synoptic situation SWLLJ; a2, b2 and c2 representing
synoptic situation ACR) of composite (a, a1 and a2) 850-hPa, (b, b1 and b2) 950-hPa, and (c, c1 and c2)
mean-sea-level (MSL) circulations for the OWSRs over South China. SWLLJ and ACR represent 73
and 12 events, respectively. The black and red contours indicate geopotential heights (a, a1 and a2;
b, b1 and b2; units: gpm) or pressures (c, c1 and c2; units: hPa) and temperature advection (a1 and
b1; positive and negative values indicate warm and cold advection, respectively; units: 10−5 K s−1),
respectively. The gray-shaded areas and vectors indicate wind speeds (a1 and b1; units: m s−1) and
wind vectors (units: m s−1), respectively.
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Another difference between SWLLJ and ACR types is that a prominent southerly (950 hPa) BLJ
is present, with its exit near the coast, over the northern region of the South China Sea in the SWLLJ
situation, whereas no significant BLJ occurs over South China in the ACR situation. Comparing
Figure 4(a1) with Figure 4(b1), the entrance of the LLJ (divergence region) overlaps the exit of the
BLJ (convergence region) near the coast of South China. As demonstrated by Du and Chen [23,44],
the coupling of boundary-layer convergence with divergence aloft can produce strong mesoscale lifting
for the initiation of OWSRs near the coast. Furthermore, strong, warm advection occurs along with the
LLJ and BLJ, which favors the formation of unstable stratification or instability at low levels.

The distributions of the OWSR axes in the SWLLJ situation are depicted in Figure 5(a2,b2,c2), along
with the distributions of the LLJ axes corresponding to these events in Figure 5(a1,b1,c1), respectively.
The LLJ axis is defined as the axis of the 850-hPa wind speed zone larger than 8 m s−1, which presents a
maximum center of wind speed larger than 12 m s−1 at the same time. Note that both long (Figure 5(a2))
and short (Figure 5(b2,c2)) extension rainfall systems can occur in the SWLLJ situation, with the
shorter ones being positioned relatively farther from the LLJ axis (compare the relative distance of the
OWSR axis to the LLJ axis for the long extension rainfall systems (Figure 5(a1,a2)) to that for the short
extension rainfall systems (Figure 5(b1,b2) or Figure 5(c1,c2)). Specifically, the mean along-axis lengths
of the OWSRs (larger than 5 mm rainfall) with a long extension (Figure 5(a2)) and a short extension
(Figure 5(b2,c2)) in the SWLLJ situation are about 463 km (SWLLJ-1 in Figure 6) and 200 km (SWLLJ-2
in Figure 6), respectively. The proximity of the rainfall system to the LLJ axis (see Figure 5(a1,a2))
is associated with a more elongated system. Furthermore, the OWSR location shifts eastward from
the coastal area of Guangxi Province to the coastal area of east Guangdong Province (see the dashed
lines in Figure 5(a2,b2,c2)), as the LLJ axis rotates clockwise (see the solid lines in Figure 5(a1,b1,c1)).
In the ACR satiation, in contrast, only the rainfall systems with a short extension occur, and the mean
along-axis length of OWSRs is about 220 km (ACR in Figure 6), probably owing to much less steering
provided by the weaker winds in this situation.

Both synoptic situations possess southerly winds and relatively large water vapor fluxes near
the coast at the 850 hPa level (Figure 7(a1,a2)). In the SWLLJ situation, that results in an unstable
atmospheric stratification (Figure 7(b1)) and relatively large values of convectively available potential
energy (CAPE; Figure 7(c1)) extending far along the rainfall axis. The vertical cross-sections of
Figure 7b,c are oriented along the rainfall axes, starting (on the west side) at the radiosonde station
closest to the precipitation feature. In the ACR situation, however, the near-surface easterly winds are
less humid and cooler (figure not shown) and significantly undermine the spatial extent of unstable
atmospheric stratification and high CAPE (Figure 7(b2,c2)), which likely inhibits the rainfall extensions
that occur with this type.
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Figure 5. Distributions of (a1,b1,c1) 850-hPa low-level jet (LLJs) and (a2,b2,c2) OWSR axes with (a, a1–a2)
a long and (b, b1–b2; c, c1–c2) a short extension over South China in the SWLLJ situation. (a2) indicates
the OWSRs located near the coastal areas of Guangxi Province and Guangdong Province, and (b2)
and (b3) indicate the OWSRs located at west Guangdong Province and east Guangdong Province,
respectively. The solid and dashed lines outline the primary orientations of LLJs and OWSR axes,
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Figure 6. Box charts of along-axis lengths of the OWSRs over South China in the SWLLJ (SWLLJ-1 and
SWLLJ-2) and ACR situations. SWLLJ-1 indicates the OWSRs located in the coastal areas of Guangxi
Province and Guangdong Province in the SWLLJ situation, and SWLLJ-2 indicates the OWSRs located
at west Guangdong Province and east Guangdong Province in the SWLLJ situation. The numbers
indicate the mean along-axis lengths (units: km) for the OWSRs of SWLLJ-1, SWLLJ-2, and ACR.
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Figure 7. (a, a1 and a2) Composite water vapor fluxes at 850 hPa (color-shaded; units: m g s−1 kg−1),
and vertical sections of composite (b, b1 and b2) virtual potential temperatures (PPTs; color-shaded;
units: K) and (c, c1 and c2) convective available potential energies (CAPEs; color-shaded; units: J kg−1)
for the OWSRs in the (a1, b1 and c1) SWLLJ and (a2, b2 and c2) ACR situations. The composite water
vapor fluxes are overlaid with composite geopotential heights (contours; units: gpm) and wind vectors
(units: m s−1) at 850 hPa. “station1” indicates the radiosonde station nearby the rainfall location,
and “station2” and “station3” indicate the radiosonde stations to the east of “station1” along the
orientation of rainfall extension.
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Comparing the composite distributions of the coastal OWSRs and the orography (Figure 8), it is
clearly seen that the OWSRs are initially triggered on the windward side of the coastal mountains (the
solid lines in Figure 8) for both SWLLJ (Figure 8a) and ACR (Figure 8b) types, suggesting that the
coastal mountains may play a key role in the initiation or development of the OWSRs in the context
of strong, low-level southwesterly or southerly winds. Observational analysis [77] indicates that the
rainfall over South China (primarily covering Guangdong and Fujian provinces) reaches its maximum
in late afternoon, which suggests that the elevated heat source related to the coastal mountains may
play an important role in the coastal rainfall initiation. However, we find OWSRs initiate at many
different times of day, rather than during a particular time period, which suggests that the thermal effect
of the coastal mountains does not have a dominant contribution to their initiation. Instead, as indicated
by the analysis above, double low-level jets (a southwesterly LLJ and a southerly BLJ) often occur in
the SWLLJ situation, with the entrance of the LLJ and the exit of the BLJ aligning near the coast of
South China (Figure 4(a1,b1)). The convergence can be enhanced when the BLJ collides with the coastal
mountains and produces strong boundary-layer upward motion, providing favorable conditions for
the initiation of the OWSRs on the windward side of the coastal mountains. This mechanism has been
demonstrated for a heavy warm-sector rainfall at the coast of South China by Du and Chen [44] and a
large ensemble of rainfall events over South China coasts during Apr–Jun 1980–2017 by Li et al. [78].
Regarding the ACR situation, the boundary-layer convergence between northerly and southeasterly
winds near the coastal mountains that form under this type likely promotes the initiation of the coastal
OWSRs (Figure 8b).
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Figure 8. Composite distributions of rainfall (color-shaded; units: mm) and surface wind vectors (units:
m s−1) for the OWSRs in the (a) SWLLJ and (b) ACR situations. The lines indicate the mountains, and the
dashed line in (b) indicates the convergence line between southeasterly winds and northerly winds.
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The motion and orientation of the LLJ under SWLLJ, which are shown in Figure 9, may also
have important impacts on the evolution of the coastal OWSRs. The axis of the LLJ generally aligns
northeastward in GX Province and turns to orient more eastward in GD Province. This orientation
variation of the LLJ axis will change the steering direction for the OWSRs. Specifically, it favors the
coastal OWSRs in GX Province or near BGG (the solid lines in Figure 9a,d) to align in a northeastward
direction, and those in GD Province (the solid lines in Figure 9b,c,e,f) to orient in an eastward direction.
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4. Motion of the Coastal OWSRs 

Figure 9. Composite evolution of LLJs for the OWSRs in the SWLLJ situation which occur in the coastal
areas of (a) GX Province and (b, c) GD Province with a long extension and in the coastal areas of
(d) BGG, (e) YJ city, and (f) SW city with a short extension. The gray-shadeing and contours indicate
wind speeds (units: m s−1) at 850 hPa near the initial time of OWSR and 6 h after the initial time,
respectively. The blue lines indicate the axes of the OWSRs, and the arrows in (a) and (b) indicate the
movement directions of LLJ.
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Aside from the positions of the OWSRs relative to the LLJ axis, the motion of the LLJ itself seems
to play an important role in the extension of the coastal OWSRs. The OWSRs occurring locally near the
coastal areas of BGG, YJ city, or SW city possess a short extension when a stationary LLJ is present
(Figure 9d–f). In contrast, a significant downwind translation of the LLJ promotes the extension of
the coastal OWSRs in GX Province (Figure 9a). Furthermore, an eastward motion of the LLJ along
the coastline also happens for some coastal OWSRs in GD Province (Figure 9b), which boosts the
eastward extension of these OWSRs. However, the propagation of these OWSRs take on different
characteristics from those in GX Province, as the LLJ occurring in these OWSRs moves in a different
direction (eastward) from its orientation (northeastward), while the LLJ occurring in the OWSRs in GX
Province moves toward the same direction of its orientation (northeastward). This will be clarified in
the followed section.

4. Motion of the Coastal OWSRs

Figure 10 depicts the composite wind profiles along the orientation of the coastal OWSRs in
the SWLLJ (Figure 10a–c) and ACR (Figure 10d) situations, respectively. As in Figure 7, “station1”
represents the radiosonde station near the west edge of the OWSR, and “station2” and “station3”
represent the radiosonde stations to the east of it along the OWSR’s orientation. In agreement with
the low-level circulation of SWLLJ, an obvious LLJ centering between 1 to 3 km above ground level
(AGL) is shown during the occurrence of the OWSRs in the SWLLJ situation (Figure 10a–c), but is
coupled with equivalently strong (Figure 10a; referred to as wind profile 1-1—WP1-1), much weaker
(Figure 10b; referred to as wind profile 1-2—WP1-2), or much stronger (Figure 10c; referred to as
wind profile 1-3—WP1-3) southwesterly winds at the upper levels. These class subdivisions were
determined subjectively, via inspection. In contrast, the vertical profiles during the occurrence of the
OWSRs in the ACR situation (referred to as wind profile 2—WP2) incorporate a marked vertical wind
shear boundary near 1 km AGL, with southeasterly (southwesterly) winds below (above) the boundary
(Figure 10d). Meanwhile, the wind speed increases significantly with altitude.

Regarding rainfall system motion, many studies have indicated the important roles of the cold
pool and characteristics of ambient environment, such as vertical wind shear. The cold pool, coupled
with different vertical wind shears perpendicular to [58–60] or parallel to [61] a convective line can
lead to different locations for the regeneration of convection, which implies different motion directions
for the lines. The outflow boundary associated with the cold pool is also a common place for the
development of bores [62,63] which can result in the development of deep convective cells that merge
into an MCS when they propagate through a stable boundary layer [64,65].

As mentioned in Section 2, Corfidi [73] proposed a vector-based technique to anticipate the motion
of rainfall systems in the presence of cold pools and the potential for propagation away from the
low-level flow, based on the earlier method of Corfidi et al. [74], which captured the effect of vertical
wind shear. In present study, the impacts of cold pool and conditional instability that have been
shown by Corfidi [73], which may lead to a better estimation for the rainfall system motion, are not
further discussed, nor are the mechanisms involved. We utilized that technique solely to estimate
the average motion of the OWSRs occurring under different vertical wind profiles, as illustrated in
Figure 11, anticipating that the downwind system motion was most applicable. In all four cases
(WP1-1, WP1-2, WP1-3, and WP2), the rainfall cells tend to move northeastward with the southwesterly
LLJ or strong upper-level southwesterly winds, but the anticipated system motions are somewhat
different. The WP1-1, WP1-3, and WP2 vertical wind profiles imply an eastward motion vector for
the rainfall systems, owing to the combination of a southeastward upwind system motion vector
and a northeastward cell motion vector (Figure 11a,c,d). In contrast, the rainfall systems tend to
move northeastward under WP1-2′s vertical wind profile, which leads to the combination of a large
northeastward cell motion vector and a relatively small southwestward upwind system motion vector
(Figure 11b).
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radiosonde station nearby the rainfall location, and “station2” and “station3” indicate the 
radiosonde stations to the east of “station1” along the orientation of rainfall extension. “LLJ” 
indicates low-level jet which has been outlined with bold contours, and the dashed line in (d) 
indicates a vertical wind shear boundary. 
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coupled with different vertical wind shears perpendicular to [58–60] or parallel to [61] a convective 

Figure 10. ((a–c); referred to as wind profiles 1-1, 1-2, and 1-3—WP1-1, WP1-2, and WP1-3) Three
types of composite wind profile sections for the OWSRs in the SWLLJ situation and ((d); referred
to as wind profile 2—WP2) the composite wind profile section for the OWSRs in the ACR situation.
The color-shaded and vectors are wind speed and vectors (units: m s−1). “station1” indicates the
radiosonde station nearby the rainfall location, and “station2” and “station3” indicate the radiosonde
stations to the east of “station1” along the orientation of rainfall extension. “LLJ” indicates low-level
jet which has been outlined with bold contours, and the dashed line in (d) indicates a vertical wind
shear boundary.

To verify these motion characteristics for the rainfall cells and systems, the evolution of the
composite cumulative rainfall patterns for the OWSRs under the vertical wind profiles of WP1-1,
WP1-2, WP1-3, and WP2 are depicted in Figures 12, 13 and 14a–c, respectively, overlaid with the
evolution of the composite of near-surface wind vectors. The motion paths for the hourly rainfall of the
OWSRs under these vertical wind profiles are also shown in Figure 15. The motion path represents the
location evolution of the OWSR hourly rainfall. It can be regarded as a trajectory of the rainfall system,
and thus, assist to explain the motion of the rainfall system under different vertical wind profiles.
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Figure 11. Composite hodographs of the radiosonde station “station1” in Figure 10 under the vertical
wind profiles of (a) WP1-1, (b) WP1-2, and (c) WP1-3 in the SWLLJ situation and (d) under the vertical
wind profile of WP2 in the ACR situation. The numbers on the hodographs and the vectors below
the hodographs indicate heights (km) and motion vectors for the convective cells, upwind system,
and downwind system, respectively. The open rectangles indicate the mean wind vector between
1.5 km (about 850 hPa) and 7 km (about 300 hPa). Storm motion analysis following Corfidi et al. [74]
and Corfidi [73] is also shown; the LLJ vectors are only given in (a).
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Figure 12. Evolution of composite cumulative rainfall distributions (color-shaded; units: mm) and
near-surface wind vectors (units: m s−1) under the vertical wind profile of WP1-1 in the SWLLJ
situation. The lines (“R1,” “R2,” and “R3”) and arrows indicate rainfall belts and their approximate
motion directions, respectively. “t0” and “t0 + x h” indicate the initial time of rainfall and “x” hours
after. “a1–a3” to “e1–e3” (a–e) show the evolution of the composite cumulative rainfall distributions
and near-surface wind vectors near the coastal areas of Guangdong Province, Guangxi Province,
the boundary between Guangxi and Guangdong provinces, and west and east Guangdong Province.
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Figure 13. Evolution of composite cumulative rainfall distributions (color-shaded; units: mm) and
near-surface wind vectors (units: m s−1) under the vertical wind profile of WP1-2 in the SWLLJ situation.
The lines (“R1” and “R2”) and arrows indicate rainfall belts and their approximate motion directions,
respectively. “t0” and “t0 + x h” indicate the initial time of rainfall and “x” hours after. “a, a1–a3”
and “b, b1–b3” show the evolution of the rainfall distributions and near-surface wind vectors near the
coastal areas of Guangxi and Guangdong Province.
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Figure 14. Evolution of composite cumulative rainfall distributions (color-shaded; units: mm) and
near-surface wind vectors (units: m s−1) under (a, a1–a3) the vertical wind profile of WP1-3 in the
SWLLJ situation and (b, b1–b3 and c, c1–c3) the vertical wind profile of WP2 in the ACR situation.
The lines (“R1” and “R2”) and arrows indicate rainfall belts and their approximate motion directions,
respectively. “t0” and “t0 + x h” indicate the initial time of rainfall and “x” hours after. “a1–a3” to
“c1–c3” show the evolution of the rainfall distributions and near-surface wind vectors near the coastal
areas of Guangdong Province, the boundary between Guangxi and Guangdong provinces, and west
Guangdong Province.
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Figure 15. Motion paths (eastward) of hourly rainfall for the OWSRs under the vertical wind profiles
of (a) WP1-1, (b) WP1-2, and (c) WP1-3 in the SWLLJ situation and (d) the vertical wind profile of WP2
in the ACR situation. (a), (b), (c) and (d) are drawn from 46, 10, 5, and 10 OWSR events.

The rainfall bands for all OWSRs are generally aligned in a northeast or east direction, but significant
eastward motion of rainfall bands is basically shown for the OWSRs under WP1-1′s vertical wind profile.
The eastward motion of rainfall bands can happen regionally (Figure 12a–c) or locally (Figure 12d–e)
in the coastal areas of South China. The motion paths of the OWSRs under the vertical wind profile
of WP1-1 are also roughly eastward, in spite of some motion path curvature (Figure 15a), which is
consistent with the eastward movement of the composite cumulative rainfall distribution (Figure 12).
The long rainfall bands (Figure 12a–c) are likely caused by the steering of the LLJ, as no strong,
cold-pool-driven winds (perpendicular to the rainfall bands) occur along the inland (downwind) part
of these rainfall bands.

Furthermore, the long extension of the rainfall bands initiating in the coastal areas of GD (Figure 12a)
and GX (Figure 12b) provinces are probably enhanced by the motions of the LLJ that are indicated in
Figure 9a,b, respectively. That said, the rainfall bands initiating in these two coastal areas show different
propagation characteristics. Aside from the eastward motion, a marked eastward merger is shown
for the rainfall bands initiating in the coastal area of GD Province (Figure 12a), as the southwesterly
LLJ moves eastward along the coastline (Figure 9b), whereas no distinct combination occurs for
those initiating in the coastal area of GX Province (Figure 12b), as the LLJ’s northeastward motion is
inland instead of along the coastline (Figure 9a). A marked eastward motion is shown for the rainfall
bands under the WP1-3 and WP2 vertical wind profiles as well (Figure 14). However, an eastward
combination occurs along the coast of Guangdong Province for WP1-3′s rainfall bands because of an
eastward motion vector induced for the rainfall systems (Figure 14a).

Additionally, owing to much larger southwesterly winds at upper levels under this kind of vertical
wind profile, the OWSRs can propagate a long distance with an eastward motion path nearly along the
whole coast line of Guangdong Province (Figure 15c). Similarly, the steering effect of the LLJ is believed
to be more responsible for the long extension of the rainfall bands under this vertical wind profile,
as the rainfall bands move in a direction nearly parallel (rather than perpendicular) to their orientation
(Figure 14a). In contrast, the rainfall bands under WP2′s vertical wind profile occur locally near the
coastal areas of BGG and YJ city with a relatively short motion path oriented to the east (Figure 14b,c
and Figure 15d). As for the rainfall bands under WP1-2′s vertical wind profile (Figure 13), they initiate
continuously near the coastal areas of GX Province (Figure 13a), and YJ and SW cities (Figure 13b),
and gradually move northeastward with a relatively short motion path (Figure 15b), owing to the
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motion vectors of the upwind system and cell (southwestward and northeastward, respectively) being
opposite to each other (Figure 11b).

In summary, the motions of the rainfall cells and systems shown above are principally consistent
with those implied by the composite hodographs under different vertical wind profiles. Apart from
these consistent motion characteristics, significant differences are indicated from the analysis with
regard to the combination, occurrence places, or extension lengths of the rainfall bands.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Previous statistical and case studies [39,50,69] have shown that organized, warm-sector rainfall
(OWSR) systems often occur in the coastal region of South China. These systems can cause extraordinary
localized rainfalls over South China, which includes Guangxi (GX) and Guangdong (GD) provinces.
However, the synoptic situation, which is a key factor for the organization of warm-sector rainfall,
has not been clearly revealed by previous studies. Additionally, the variations in warm-sector rainfall
among different coastal areas of South China have not yet been clarified.

In the present study, the characteristics of the synoptic situation, extension, and orientation of
the OWSRs in the coastal region of South China in the pre-summer rainy season were investigated,
high-resolution, surface observational data from 2011–2016 and the ERA-Interim reanalysis data.
The motion characteristics of the rainfall cells and systems for these coastal OWSRs were analyzed
by utilizing the L-band radiosonde data, and verified with the evolution of the rainfall distribution.
Finally, the relationship between the evolution of the rainfall and the synoptic situation was discussed.
The major findings are summarized as follows, based on the coastal OWSR events, which were further
classified regarding the synoptic situation, orientation and (along-axis) extension length of rainfall,
and the motion direction of the rainfall systems.

Two principal synoptic situations (schematically depicted in Figure 16) were shown to support
coastal OWSRs in South China, characterized by either a marked low-level trough over southwestern
China, along with a strong southwesterly low-level jet (LLJ) ahead, and a distinctly low mean-sea-level
pressure center below the trough (SWLLJ situation), or a significant low-level anticyclone over the
Yangtze River Basin, along with a notably high mean-sea-level pressure center below the anticyclone
(ACR situation). A prominent boundary-layer jet (BLJ) also occurs over the northern South China Sea
in the SWLLJ situation. OWSRs principally initiate on the windward side of the coastal mountains,
which (for SWLLJ) is consistent with the enhancement of boundary-layer convergence associated with
the blocking of the BLJ by the mountains and the coupling of divergence associated with the LLJ aloft,
or (for ACR) the boundary-layer convergence between northerly and southeasterly winds near the
coastal mountains that forms under ACR. Strong warm advection along with the LLJ and BLJ also
provides a favorable condition for the formation of low-level, unstable stratification or instability when
the OWSRs occur in the SWLLJ situation. The OWSRs with a long extension basically occur in GX
Province (such as the OWSR event shown in Figure 2(a1–a4)) or the coastal region of GD Province
when the LLJ axis is nearby. The long extension of the OWSRs is also promoted by the motion of the
LLJ itself, especially for the OWSRs occurring in GX Province, which possess orientations that are
nearly parallel to the motion vector of the LLJ.
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In contrast, the OWSRs with a short extension occur generally near the coastal area of BGG
(the GX-GD boundary area), Yangjiang (YJ) city (such as the OWSR event shown in Figure 2(b1–b4)),
or Shanwei (SW) city (such as the OWSR event shown in Figure 2(c1–c4)) when the LLJ axis is farther
away, or when ACR occurs. The coastal OWSRs tend to align northeastward in GX Province (such as
the OWSR event shown in Figure 2(a1–a4)) and more eastward in GD Province (such as the OWSR
events shown in Figure 2(b1–b4,c1–c4)), likely owing to the orientation difference of the LLJs in these
two provinces.

The OWSRs in the ACR situation are prone to move eastward in the vicinity of BGG or YJ city.
In contrast, rainfall system motions in the SWLLJ situation can be further classified into two sub-types
with regard to the intensity of the upper-level winds overlying the LLJ. The rainfall systems tend to
move eastward in South China, when the upper-level winds are as strong as or much stronger than
the LLJ (such as the OWSR event shown in Figure 2(b1–b4)), while they tend to move northeastward
near the coastal area of GX Province (such as the OWSR event shown in Figure 2(a1–a4)), YJ city, or
SW city when the upper-level winds are much weaker than the LLJ. In addition, an obvious eastward
aggregation is prone to occur for the rainfall bands of the OWSRs when the LLJ moves along the
coastline or stays near the coastline with much stronger upper-level winds coupling with it.

The above results indicate that the windward sides of the coastal mountains near the LLJ are
the main OWSR initiation sites, and the relative distances of the coastal mountains from the LLJ axis
is important information for forecasting the extension, and thus, the spatial impact of the OWSRs.
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Furthermore, the directions of the LLJ axis and the LLJ motion significantly impact the orientation and
merger of the OWSRs, respectively. Thus, an accurate forecasting of the location, orientation, motion,
and intensity of the LLJ is very important for improving the prediction of heavy, warm-sector rainfall.

Our study has also revealed that a second, distinctly different synoptic situation (ACR) that also
supports South China OWSRs should be considered in OWSR forecasting. This situation has not been
indicated in previous studies. A notable boundary-layer convergence line between northerly and
southeasterly winds and almost identical motion vectors for the rainfall cells and systems are found
to be important factors favoring the OWSRs’ development under this synoptic situation. Further
investigation to better understand the development mechanism of this kind of OWSR is needed.

Finally, the coastal mountains seem to have a significant impact on the organization of the coastal
OWSRs that varies by synoptic situation. For example, the coastal OWSRs occurring near BGG
(the Guangxi–Guangdong boundary area) are basically aligned along the mountains under ACR
(see Figures 1a and 14b), but not with SWLLJ (see Figures 1a and 12c). Now that this potentially
important distinction has been revealed, this topic will be further addressed in future work as well.
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